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              Abstract

  This paper extends the single equation

method of prediction in a simultaneous
equations system by Takeuchi(1972) to a

system method of prediction associated
with the full information maximum }ikeli-

hood(FIML)estimator. We derive the
asymptotic expansion of the bias and the

mean squal:e error of the proposed predictor

to terms of order T-'(T is the sample
size).

           1. Introduction

  Less attention has been paid to the prob-

lem of predicting the endogenous'variables

in a simultaneous equations system
comapared with the problem of estimating

the structural pararneters. Klein(1960) ar-

gued that the derived estimates of the
reduced form coefficients will be more effi-

cient than those obtained with no restric-

tion procedure, consequently the prediction

based on the forrner will be more efficient

than that based on the latter. Goldberger,

Nagar and Odeh (1961) gave the asymptotic

covariance matrix of the two stage least

squares(TSLS) induced restricted reduced

form estimator. Nagar and Sahay(1978) de-

rived the exact and 1arge noncentrality

parameter asymptotic moments of the par-

tially restricted reduced forrn predictor.

This method was originally proposed by
Amemiya(1966). Takeuchi(1972) proposed

a predictor which is obtained by the use of

the maximum likelihood estimate of the
reduced form coefficents taking account of

Tsukuda

the overidentifying resnictions imposed on

a relevant structural equation. This method

is called the single equation method of

prediction(SEMP) in analogy with the sin-

gle equation method of estimation for the

structural parameters.

  Tsukuda(1989) derived the asymptotic

expansions of the bias and the mean square

error (m. s. e.) of the SEMP associated with

the limited information maximum likeli-

hood (LIML) and the TSLS estimators when

the sample size increases. Both the LIML

and the TSLS predictors asymptotical-
ly dominate the partially restricted reduced

form predictor as well as the unrestricted

reduced form predictor for any values of

parameters.

  The purpose of this paper is to extend the

results of Tsukuda(1989) to the system

method of prediction associated with the

FIML estimator. We will derive the
asymptotic bias and the m.s.e. of the predic-

tor to terms of order T-i(T is the sample

size) . Morimune (1988) proposed a modified

three stage least squares(M3SLS) estima-

tor which is third order efficient and shares
                          '
the same asymptotic expansion of the distri-

bution as the FIML estimator to terms of ･

order T-i. Hence, the predictor associated

with the M3SLS estimator has the same
asymptotic bias and the m.s.e. as those of

the FIML predictor.

      2. Predictbrs and Results

  Let a system of stmctural equations be

(2. 1) YB+ZT == U,
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 202 @zaand the reduced form equations be

(2.2) Y=Za+V

where Y and Z are TXG and TXK
matrices of observations on the endogenous

and exogenous variables, respectively, B

and r are GXG and KXG matrices of
unknown coefficients, some of whose ele-

rnents are known to be zeros. V and U are

T × G matrices of disturbances and

(2. 3) V- CLB-i,

each row of which is independently dis-

tributed as N(O,2). The structural form

error covarince matrix is denoted as X. The

reduced form coefficient are

(2. 4) ll == - 1-:B-i.

  Each equation in the system (2.1) may

be written as

(2.5) yi=Y}Bi+Zi7i+ui, i=1,･･･,G.

Here coefficients Bi and 7i (i -- 1, '･･, G)

have opposite sign from B and r. A vector

of a!1 coefficients is defined to be e'= (B'i,

7t'i, ･･･, B'G,?t'c)' that is S×1 and S is equal

to the total number of coefficients (Xi=i, G

(Gi+K})). It is assumed that all of stmc-

tural equations in the system are identified.

The reduced form coefficients are a func-

tion of e, and are explicitly written as ll=:

fl(e).

  For a given set of K-exogenous vari-
ables 2b, let

(2. 6) yo == z'efl + vo,

where a 1× G disturbance vector vo is dis-
tributed as N(O,9) and is assumed to be

independent of V. The problem of this
paper is to predict the expected values of

- ee
yo, namely to predict

(2.7) E{yo}=z'ofl.

A system method of prediction is defined

by

(2.8) y--z'ofl(e),

where e is either the FIML or the M3SLS

estlmator.

  The FIML estmator of B and r is de-
rived by maximizing- ( T12) log 1 (11T) ( Y

+ZI-IB-i)'(Y+Zll-IBmi)1 with respect to B

and r. The M3SLS estimator proposed by
Morimune(1988) is defined as follows. The

3SLS estimator is well known and symboli-

cally written as

(2.g) E,,.,-[6tv(ii2r 'tt'Z,.,,,i',7i' Z',ii/ll')]-i

                 Xk=i,c[o-ik(fl2"t;,',gh)].

The error covariance matrix E is estimated

by the 2SLS method, and oA`' (i,7'=1,･･･,

G)is the ith and ]'th element in X'i, jUi is

the proper subcolumns of the ordinary least

squares estimator of the reduced forrn co-

efficients

(2. 10) ll - (Z'Z) -iZ, Y.

  The M3SLS is defined similarly as the 3

SLS, and is characterized as a four stage

least squares: first the usual 3SLS
estimator is calculated then X is reestimat-

ed by using the 3SLS estimator, and ll is

reestimated by the 3SLS estimator of B and

r, i.e., fl==-IlesLsB'i3sLs. The M3SLS is

defined to be

(2.n) e-n`ysLs-[o-`'3sL(flz'j'Ez'Za7]]
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      tt{i.llilLi )]-i .x,=,, c[ o- ih3sL(S,ltzli/1'Yh)],

where lli consists of proper subcolumns in

ll corresponding to the reduced forrn coeffi-

cients for M.

  Before stating the results, we introduce

some notations for convenience of exposi-

tlons:

(2.12) M--li.zfz,

,(2. i3) jF},p - tr(g-i Z2,I: M gZ ],

(2. i4) iaB.r= trlS2-i oZl.ll ai M g21, l･

(2. is) Lapr.s=tr(g-i oe.Oo3213e, M g7,]･

(2. i6) Map.rs== tr(s2-' aOigb, M aae2,iilo, l,

(2.17) VV'hBra=tr(9-' aalle.' M gitil, s?-' aollo,'

             Mg7,l･

The s × s matrix F, whose a-Bth element is
FhB, is the asymptotic Fisher information

matrix of e. The a-Bth element of F" is

denoted as F"P.

  Let us define the normalized error of the

predictor as

(2. 18) eAy- vfT- (y- - z'o fl)

          - vlz"z,, (ll (e) - ll (e)).

Next theorems state the asymptotic bias

and the m.s.e of the system method of
prediction associated with the FIML and

the M3SLS estimators, to terms of order
T-i.
  Theorem 1': As T-oo, the asymptotic

bias of the system method of prediction is

given, to terms of order T-', by,

(2.19) AMT{e-y}
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  = 7Ili = z'o(za,B,r,a=i,s gZal FaBFratr

   [ oe. B-'aoBoz'iO(#b;')     O(B'r')r

    (fl I) 'M (ll I) ] +-li-2a,p-i･s of.g&

   FaB].

  Theorem2: As T-oo, the asymptotic
m.s.e. of the system 'method of predition is

given, to terms of order T-i, by

(2.20) AMT{eA.eA'.}

  =2i,j-i,s2'o [:tl, ol]er' zbFi"'+{l}i-

   (zt",h,i-i,sz'o(-IIm ollll,flo6t, aOe2,"Utb,

    +-li- ae,ao3afloe, ' llilt{,')zbHuki

    --IIi-2,,,,k-i,s2ro([litllli oa62tj.SIi.

    +2' oae2,lloa aollo,')zb.2a,p,r,-i,sF`Yhr.a

   H)etih+2i"･==i,sdo aollo, ofl&" zb((G+1)Fij

    --ill-2a,p,r,a=i,sFia[Lpra.a+3Map.rs

    - 3Zo,p= i,s (lap.o + lpo.a) Jrs.o FOP]H]erbj

    -2a,B-i,sFi"[Zr,a=i,s(2Wliapr-3Mas.pr)

   Far+2r,s,o,p-i.s(3Jafl.nlap.oFopFrO

    'tLer･evIop.a'Hlerop)]Ffti]),

where

     Hi,･hl=:FiJ'Fhl+FikFjl+FilFjh.

  When the structural coefficients are

(2. 2i) (BTf) -= (6 -,B'i ' ll, O),

the system method of prediction reduces to

the single equation method of prediction

'
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associated with the LIML estimator. Theo-

rems 1 and 2 for this case reduce to the

theorems 2 and 3 in Tsukada(1989).

       3. ProofsofTheorems

  Sirice the derivations of Theorems 1 and

2 heavily depend upon Morimune (1988) , we

use the same symbols and notations as
those of him. The equations(3. 19),(3. 20)

and (3.21) in Morimune(1988) give each

term of the stochastic expansion of e-FiML=

M(eFiML-e), to terms of order T-', as

(3･ 1) e-FiML=e(O)+ t e(i)+-l> e(2)

           + Op ( T-3/2) .

Morimune(1988, equations(4. 1),(4. 3),(4.

4),(4. 5) and (4. 18)) also state the condition-

al expectations of e(i), e(2) and e(i)e(i)',

given e(O) fixed, as

(3.2) E(e`i'Ie`O')

  = - -ll- 2a,p,r-i, sF'i la.1ler.a (ep (O)e,(O)) ,

(3.3) E(e{2'le(O')

  == -Za= i,sF'i la(2p,r=i,s (Jap.r

  ' +JThr.a) eB(O)E(e,(i)le(O))

   +-}-2p,r,s-i,s(Lprs.a+3MaB.rs)

   (ep(O)er(O)es(O)) +Zfi,r,a,o,p=i,ser(O)JrB.aFaO

   .Ihp.oFbB-Zp,r,e=i,sMaa.rper(O)FSPI.

(3.4) E(e{')e('>'le(O))

  =(G+1)FMi-Za,p,r,a-i,sF-ila
   ( VVbBra + VVaBsr) F"'l'sF-i

   +Za,B,r,a=i,sF-ila.Mapra.l'aF-i

   <ep(O)er(O)) -Za,fl,a,o,p.i,sF-i la.Jap.rFrO

   Jop.s. I'oF-i (ep{O)ep(O)) +tZa,fl,r,a,o,p=i,s

   F-i l`wrrp.`orop.a. l'oF-i (ep(O)er(O)e.(O) ep(O>) .

The stochastic expansion of the reduced

-x
form FIML estimator ,E = VZZ"'(fl(e'-FiLM)

-ll(0)), to terms of order T-i, is given by

(3.s) E=E(O)+71}i=E(i>+-IFE{2>

         + O, ( T-3i2) ,

where

(3. 6) E         afl (,)(O)=Za==1,s ao. ea ,

               all (,)(3.7) E(') =Za-i,s oe. ea

    blll
        (ea{O}ep(O)),
   oe.e&

(3. 8)  E(2}..,

a2ll

2a=i,s
Oll

+tz

       0ea

{ea(i)ep{O)+ea{O)ep(i)}

       03fl

ea(2) + -ll' 2

a,P=1,s

ae.a&

't2

a,P=1,s

        "'P'r=i,S oe.a6laoer (ea(O)eB{O}er(O)).

The stochastic expansion of eAy is given by

(3.9) e'-y==ey(O)+ 71}i ey(i)+-}ey(2)

          + Op ( T-3,2) ,

where ey(`)=z'oE(i)(i=O,1,2). Using the

formulas of (3. 2),(3. 3) and (3. 4), we can

evaluate the asymptotic moments of e-y.

The asymptotic bias is given by

              .. 1                   z'eE{E(')}
               ff
               on

(3.10) AMT{e-y}

 - til}ii= z'o(Za= i,s

+Sz
 oe.
ptll

        a,B==i,S Oe.06la

which turns out to (2.19) in Theorem ,1.

The asymptotic m.s.e. of e'-y is given by

(3.11) AMT{e-ye-'y}==E{e.(O)e.(OY}

E{e.{i}}

E{ea{O}ep(e))}l,

:
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    + }E{ey{i)ey(i)'+2ey(2)ey(OY}.

After some calculations Theorem 2 follows.

(Department of Economics, Tdhoku University)
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